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+13076725129 - https://www.starbucks.com/store-locator/store/17752/

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Starbucks from Sheridan. Currently, there are 13 dishes
and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact

them through their website. What User likes about Starbucks:
Had a good experience. The coffee was very delicious. The only drawback was that they made the two orders

back. (The grande the venti and the venti the grande) and also forgot the chocolate drops. To be fair, the gal was
trained and new. She was very pleasant and had a good customer service. Everyone has a first day. read more.

What Cheryl Lundgren doesn't like about Starbucks:
Waited over 5 minutes in the drive through, mainly because the window batista chatted with the driver ahead of
me for a very long time. Coffee? Ordered a grande hot dark roast with 3 shots. They didn't have dark roast so I

opted for medium. This would have been ok...... but my hot coffee was at the very best luke warm. Do yourself a
favor and stop elsewhere. Food: 1 read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat in
beautiful weather, and there is free WLAN. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for

clientele with wheelchairs or physical limitations. Starbucks from Sheridan is a chilled café, where you can enjoy
a snack or cake with a hot coffee or a hot chocolate, Likewise, the visitors of the restaurant prefer the

comprehensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant provides. If you decide to come
for breakfast, you are offered a hearty brunch.
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Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Vietnames� specialtie�
BUN CHA

Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Condiment�
SYRUP

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

M�Caf�® Coffee�
ICED COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

Coffe�
MOCHA

COFFEE

LATTE

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

MEAT

PORK MEAT

CHEESE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 04:30-19:00
Tuesday 04:30-19:00
Wednesday 04:30-19:00
Thursday 04:30-19:00
Friday 04:30-19:00
Saturday 04:30-19:00
Sunday 05:00-19:00
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